The Landau-Lifshitz theory of structural phase transitions permits identi6cation of distinct classes of ordered ternary structures A"84 "C4{n =0-4) whose structural units are the A"84 "C clusters spanning all possible nearest-neighbor environments in A"B,"C pseudobinary semiconductor alloys. A detailed description of how disordered bulk or epitaxial alloys may be described as a superposition of such clusters is given. Using Landau-Lifshitz structures as examples, the very diferent energetics of bulk-versus-epitaxial (ordered or disordered) ternary phases are described and investigated quantitatively via a simple valence-force-Seld model and harmonic elasticity theory. Under epitaxial conditions on a substrate of lattice constant a"atetragonal degree of freedom for a ternary ordered compound controls the curvature about the minimum of the energy E(a,), while ce11-internal structural parameters control the minimum of E and hence stability.
I. INTRODUCTION Our current understanding of chemical trends in the structure and stability of crystals' has been largely directed to the vast database of bulk materials, such as that compiled recently by Villars and Calvert.~Ad-vances in epitaxia1 growth methods have pointed, however, to the possibility of equilibrium structural forms of semiconductors which do not appear in the equilibrium bulk phase diagrams of the same compounds. Such are, for example, rhombohedral3" SiGe and ' ' GalnAsi, the famatinite forms of InGa&As~and In3GaAs&, chalcopyritelike and CuAu-I-like forms of Ga2AsSb, CuAu-I-like (tetragonal6i"} GaAlAs2 and@ ' InGaAsz (none of which are observed in the bulk phase diagram of Si"Gei ", In"Ga, "As, GaAs"Sb, ", and Ga"Ali "As, respectively}, cubic epitaxial phases of CdS and" SiC (observed ' ' on GaAs, and bcc (not fcc) Ag grown on'+"
InSb. Such epitaxy-induced structural stabilization has been previously analyzed in terms of phenomenological elastic continuum models of substrate strain, ' ' but only recently' has a microscopic (atomistic) model been advanced for the epitaxial SiGe system. In this paper we illustrate the general physical principles of epitaxial stabilization of tetrahedral adamantine semiconductor crystals using a simple valence-force-field method' and the ternary Ga"In4 "P4 system as a prototypical example. A brief description of some of this work has already appeared. '8 
II. ORDERED LANDAU-LIFSHITX ADAMANTINE

STRUCTURES
The systems we will consider consist of two isovalent zinc-blende semiconductors AC and BC (specifically GaP and InP) and their mixtures. These mixtures can form, among others, a single-phase disordered alloy A"B, "C, a two-phase (AC-rich and BC-rich) mixture, or ternary ordered compounds A"84 "C4 with n =0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. These ordered structures can be stable lowtemperature phases of the aHoy according to the general principles outlined by Landau and Lifshitz. ' ' The conditions for selecting such possible ground-state ordered phases of a face centered cubic (fcc) parent lattice with A-B, A-C, and B-C interactions are' ' (i) the space group of the ordered structure must be a subgroup of that of the disordered alloy, and (ii) the possible ordered structure must be associated with an ordering vector located at a special k point of the parent space group. ' These necessary conditions permit not only selection of the ordered structures but also their classi5cation in families associated with the same star of 37 3008 1988 The American Physical Society '-. ["e')eq] coẼ + 4QQ '. . '' f( '. (U~z qo} (Ueq t7eq). o E,( Uyq. ggj, ' '==- ' vector k, =(2m/a)(0, 0, 1), the P42m structure shown in the inset to Fig. 2(c) CuAu-I-Hke, P4m 2 Note that positive (negative) reiiects instability (stability) of 3 "B""C" towards disproportionation into n AC+(4 n-)BC at T =0.
In order to establish the extent to which the relaxation of certain structural parameters lowers the strain energy, one can repeat the above relaxation process, keeping certain variables fixed at their undistorted values. For example, keeping u =uo and q=go produces the "unrelaxed" deformation energy E" ' '""'( V) . Similarly, one can calculate at u =u, but g=i)o the energy E'"'"'( V), or at u =uo and ri=il, q the energy E" ''"'(V) . Each 
The formation enthalpy of the ordered phase ()(, , n) is hence defined (per eight atoms) as where V, 'q'= V',""'(X") is the equilibrium volume of the ordered structure A"84 "C4 at its stoichiometric com-position x =X"=n/4 and 8" is the bulk modulus of ordered phase n .The excess energy of the disordered (D) alloy at composition x and temperature T can be approximated ' as a superposition of cluster energies as hE( V)= g P"(x, T}bE'"'( V) , (10) where P"(x, T) (n =0 -4) is the occurrence probability of the local environment n at (x, T). 
so if the parameters I8", V~' I of the ordered phases and the cluster probabilities P"(x, T) are known, V,q(x) can be calculated. Substituting V,q(x) for V in Eq. (10) then gives the mixing enthalpy of the disordered (D) alloy
Using Eqs. (8) and (13) we obtain aH (x, T) = y"P"(x, T) nH'"'
For a perfectly ordered phase n, x =X", V, (x ) =V, 'q'(X") '"'(X") in the pure ordered phase (where x =X").To 6rst order in a Taylor expansion, the equilibrium volume of cluster n in the alloy [V, '"' of Eq. (14)] can be written V, '",'(x) ' ", '(X")]+ the mixing enthalpy can be writteñ
where the term in large parentheses is the mixing enthalpy without alloy-induced cluster relaxation (but for which all cluster energies are minimized with respect to the structural parameters of the ordered compound from which they are taken}, while the last term (negative, since K (1) is the correction due to alloy-induced clus-
In what follows, we will approximate P"(x, T) as the random probabilities P""(x) =(")x "(1-x) (18) appropriate in the high-temperature limit, since observed mixing enthalpies for semiconductor alloys are extracted from high-temperature liquidus-solidus data. Calculations with Uariational probabilities (obtained in the cluster variation method) are reported for Ga"In, "Pin Ref. 24 , but for purposes of contrasting general trends in where K"~are relaxation constants for the bulk (b) alloy. Eq. (14) . Defining, in the harmon- 
and the alloy-induced cluster relaxation contribution is
In Sec. VII 8 we will calculate hH (x) of Eq. (17) and assess the relative importance of its three contributions [Eqs. (21)- (23)]. 
where R~[ V, (x) ] is the equilibrium a -p bond length in structure type n for unit cell volume V,q(x) and coĩ s the number of a -p bonds in the structure n. 
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yielding, in analogy with Eq. (12}for the bulk case, c, (a"x)= y. P"(x, T)C',", 'a, '", ' 
Inserting ceq (a, , 
. (38) As described in Eqs. (15} and (17) 
+ y P"aE, ', "'(a, ) . Fig. 1(a Fig. 1(b) . Note that ri is smaller (larger) than i}0=1 for a, &aeq (a, &aeq In"Ga& "Asgrown on InP.
The obvious distinction between the epitaxial and bulk deformation energy curves in Fig. I (Table II) . ( ii) The substrate strain W'"'"' (a, ) [Eq. (28) Moreover, the e8'ects of relaxation of the tetragonal ratio g and cell-internal parameters (u, u, iii, . . . ) are essentially independent. In Fig. 2 (a, 'q') =vio, where vio is the tetragonal ratio for the unrelaxed structure, while for epitaxial conditions vi (a, ) =vio"'ceq'(a, )/a, with c, 'q'(a, ) Calculating the epitaxial 5H' "' (a, ) of Eq. (26) within the VFF description, we note (Fig. 6 ) the following features.
(i) The most obvious feature of Fig. 6 is that the epitaxial formation enthalpy 5H ' '"'(a, Eq. (31) and the assumption 8',z'-(n/4)8, "e +(4 n)/48-,tt and a, 'q' =(n/4)a"c+(4 n)/4attc (c-losely obeyed in Table   II ) semiquantitatively reproduces Fig. 6 '"'( V) of the relaxed bulk A"84 "C4 system has a minimum at its a, '"' (Figs. 2 and 3}, the optimum substrate a, for 5H ' '"'(a, ) (Fig. 6) is the one that stabilizes A"8~"C4and at the same time destabilizes its binary constituents most. Hence, the common approach' of attempting to match a, '"' to a, diminishes selectivity efFects.
(iv) Figure 6 shows that the selection of a substrate with a particular a, value can alter the relative stabilities of two phases, hence permitting one to grow in preference to the other (e.g. , for a, & 5.53 A the chalcopyrite becomes less stable than the CuAu form).
VII. DISORDERED TERNARY ALLOYS
The average properties of a disordered alloy -either in bulk form or grown epitaxially -may be calculated using the formalism of Secs (18), producing R"c(x)and Rgb(x} depicted in Fig. 7 . (12) is extremely close, for Ga"In, "P, to the Vegard rule value xV"C+(1 -x}V&c. R"c(x) and Rpf&(x) are considerably closer to the ideal bond lengths d"c and d)t&, respectively, than they are to the concentration weighted average xd "c +(1 -x )dac.
Nevertheless, alloy bond lengths do deviate from the ideal bond lengths, causing residual strain energy and leading to a positive mixing enthalpy lb' (x) (Fig. 8 below). Note that the bond lengths R "'"cand Rac of ordered structures (squares in Fig. 7) are considerably closer to the ideal values d"c and dac (dashed lines) than are the bond lengths R "c(X") and Rnc(X")of the disordered alloy at the stoichiometric compositions X". the efFects of alloy-induced cluster relaxation (E &0).
In Fig. 8 In Fig. 9 we show the alloy-averaged Ga -P and In-P bond lengths for epitaxial Ga& In"Pand those for
We may write the total interaction parameter of Eq. (20) as ( Fig. 9 for fixed substrate), except for R(Ga -P) for a, =ao p and for R(in -P) for a, =a i"p. (ii) Of two important quantitative features of Fig. 10, we note first that, (a) values of 5H (a"x) in Fig. 10(b) are much smaller than corresponding values of~D(x) in Fig. 8 . As an example, we note that along the "Vegard rule" line readily accessible experimentally [diagonal line in Fig. 10(b) ] 5H is no larger than about 70 meV per eight atoms across the entire composition range for epitaxial Ga"In, "P, while for the bulk alloy PHD (lower curves in Fig. 8) it can be as high as 250 meV per eight atoms across this range. This large reduction of the mixing enthalpy implies that the miscibility gap temperature of epitaxial alloys will be reduced relative to that of bulk alloys. ' Secondly, (b) despite the stabilization of the disordered alloy by epitaxial growth, ordered compounds remain yet more stable, since the "ordering energy" 5H~"~( u"X")5H (~"X")-depends relatively weakly on a, and is strictly negative for famatinite Ga31nP4 and Fig. 10(b) depicts the average (Vegard) alloy lattice parameter a (x).
The common practice in crystal growth is to select a substrate whose a, best matches the alloy lattice parameter aeq(x) at the chosen composition [a (0.5) (bH'"' in Table II) . Although the strain energies within each pair are identical when the structural parameters are unrelaxed, relaxation of these degrees of freedom stabihzes, e. g., famatinite (with two cell-internal degrees of freedom) over luzonite (a single cell-internal degree of freedom), and chalcopyrite (two orientationally independent degrees of freedom) over the CuAu-I -like structure (two directionally correlated degrees of freedom). (Fig. 1) , ternary systems can also utilize their cell-internal degrees of freedom to lower their epitaxyinduced strain energies (Figs. 2 and 3 Furthermore, substrate strain performs a natural selection between ternary species, preferring the fittest (the one whose cell-internal degrees of freedom make it most adaptable to the substrate). Thus, e. g., chalcopyrite is favored epitaxially over CuAu-I (Fig. 6) . (vii) The mixing enthalpy of bulk isovalent disordered alloys A"B, , C is expected generally to be positive ( Fig.   8) (Fig. 7) . In contrast, the epitaxial constraint stabilizes disordered alloys (thus depressing miscibility gap temperatures) and may even make the mixing enthalpy negative for some substrates.
(viii) Ordered compounds are nonetheless stabilized more by the epitaxial constraint than are disordered alloys.
